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FIRE SERVICE CATALOG 
Based on research, we have come up with a line of Zero Resistance PPE that means 
it is the most comfortable, ergonomically correct and innovative PPE to make life easier 
and safer for firefighters.  From turnout gear that has eliminated throat straps, to 
SCBAs that adjust and expand when you move, to face masks that have built in 
communications so that you can talk normally even when you are on air and even 
decontamination cleaning to help mitigate your risk of cancer.  These products have 
been specifically designed with the latest technology available to reduce the chance of 
injury or death, including heat exhaustion.  We also offer the best selection of lighting 
equipment from cost effective to premium grade-NFPA certified.   
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Non-porous,Photo luminescent

rubber coatedcovers for easy

shoulder and hip harnessvisibility in low light

           for grip & easy cleaning 

Torso contouredOne size fits all -

shoulder harness3 step adjustable height

for maximumbackplate

            comfort 

Digital gauge thatRigid, self supporting

shows how manyhip belt handles the

minutes to low airweight of the SCBA -

Exclusive to Drager 

             EBSS pouch 

             available  

          On Rear of Pack 

1. Dual directional soundersFully articulating hip belt that features a positive

and lights when PASS activatedengagement to backplate that also extends to

2. 60 second disassembly for deconeliminate pulling on shoulders when moving

 Lifetime Warranty      3. Ten second bottle changes
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7 Series  PREMIER  SCBA
The most feature packed and high performing SCBA available.

ZERO  RESISTANCE  CERTIFIED
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SCBA

PSS5000 - Standard backplate with fully articulating 

hip belt - Digital Sentinel 7000 guage that displays 

actual minutes until low air alarm sounds  and has 

built in PASS alarm - 45/4500psi bottle with quick 

connect - 1 minute disassembly for decon/cleaning - 

Lifetime warranty

PSS7000 - On previous page

Face mask - FPS7000 - Most optically correct vision in 

industry - HUD mounts inside mask - Optional clip to 

eliminate neck strap and holds mask upright - COMs 

units can be added to mask anytime - Sizes are S, M, L 

with 3 sizes of nose cones to eliminate lens fogging in 

winter

FPS Heads Up Display - Mounts in mask, cycles on/off 

every 30 seconds to conserve battery life and remind 

firefighters

Cylinder Quick Connector - Can be installed on any air 

bottle and can be installed in seconds for mutual aid 

situations

Air Bottles - 4500psi / 45min

Air Bottles - 4500 psi / 60 min
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SCBA COMMUNICATIONS and SERVICE

COM5000 - Dual speaker voice amplifier - Optional 

radio interface cable with ear piece to better hear 

radio communication shown - Can be added to mask 

anytime

COM7000 - Voice amplifier with built in mask to mask 

communications (Team Talk) - Options to connect 

directly to portable radio - Qualifies for Zero 

Resistance

Universal Communication Cable - Connects voice 

amplifier directly to radio to eliminate noise

Drager Lapel Mic - Offers exceptional performance 

and can be connected direclty to voice amplifier

Bluetooth Module - Enables bluetooth connection 

between voice amplifiers and select radios

SCBA Service - Flow testing and repairs to SCBA done 

either in house or at your hall.
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FXR Turnout Gear from FireDex 
Completely customizable turnout gear that is custom measured to each firefighter

ZERO  RESISTANCE  CERTIFIED 

OmniDex          Only NFPA low 

shoulder       collar neck 

eliminates coat rise   * No more neck straps!

Active Posturing    DexFlex elbows 

design means    are pre-formed 

this gear fits more 

like sports 

equipment 

Space suit inspired -       Deep water wells that are  

Easy lunge crotch        sealed against steam 

eliminates pulling 

  Seam-to-Seam knee 

  protection with closed  

DexFlex knees for    cell foam padding 

easy bending, crawling 

and climbing 

      Double lock stitch seams are standard 

- The only 1851 approved repair stitch for a reason 
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TURNOUT GEAR

GOOD - FXC Turnout Gear - Economical - NFPA 1971 Certified 

- Standard sizes available (small, med, large, x-large) - Few 

additional options available                                                                                                   

.

BETTER - FXM Turnout Gear - Mid grade - Custom 

measurments required - Comfortable fit with easy flex elbows 

and knees with small throat tab - Full customization available

BEST - FXR Turnout Gear - On previous page

Interceptor Package - FireDex offers the 'We Care' package 

that enables departments to purchase an anti-cancer PPE 

package at an extra discount - FXR turnout gear + Dual Certified 

Wildland Gear (Level 3) + Carcinogen Hood

TECGEN71 - A structural firefighting outer shell designed to 

lessen heat stress by reducing weight and increasing flexibility.

TECGEN71 features a ripstop twill weave that combines the 

proven durability of

DuPont™ Kevlar®/Nomex® and the unique benefits of the 

TECGEN fiber.

Gear Tracker - 1851 Software that allows you to easily track 

inservice dates, repairs, maintenance and more.

PROXIMITY Suits - Proximity gear for Aircraft Rescue & Fire 

Fighting (ARFF) is available in both 7oz and 10oz aluminized 

outer shells and is built to order with FXR turnout models.
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PPE ACCESSORIES

Stedair Prevent Carcinogen Blocking hood - Featuring 

100% head protection with most common material in 

industry

Nomex Nano H41 Carcinogen Blocking hood - Another 

FireDex premium product that is extremely 

comfortable, no ear noise and best breathability 

means it is extremely cool to wear

Leather Glove - 3D design for maximum Fire Dexterity - 

Wrapped finger tips for maximum dexterity, inner 

liner sewn in - Silicone impregnated cowhide makes 

them extremely comfortable and water resistant

Rubber Boots - Athletic design

Leather Boots with Vibram Fire and Ice Sole for 

maximum comfort and grip on ice - Anti-microbial 

liner - Integrated pull handles - No pinch points when 

walking, crawling or bending

Accountability Tags

Helmet - Modern Style with 4" Visor
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European Helmet - The original and best European designed 

helmet - Full face pull down visor that tucks into helmet - 

Retractable safety goggles - Optional built in flashlight to front 

panel - Optional bracket for side mount flashlight - Various 

options for neck curtain plus more - EU Certified

TECHNICAL RESCUE

Dual Certified Wildland and Tech Rescue Coat and Pants with 

name badge on front - NFPA Certified 1977 and 1951 - Level 1 

(Level 3 set shown, remove black elbow and pant 

reinforcements and belly reflective from coat)  - Also available in 

navy blue and black

Dual Certified Wildland and Tech Rescue Coat and Pants with 

name badge on front - NFPA Certified 1977 and 1951 - Level 3 

(Adds knee and elbow reinforcements plus extra reflective) ** 

DISCOUNT IF BOUGHT WITH FXR TURNOUTS

Add a fleece liner for jacket

Add suspenders for pants

Add lettering on back of jacket (per line)

Dual Certified Wildland and Tech Rescue Coveralls - 

NFPA Certified 1977 and 1951 - Available in gold, navy 

or black (shown)

Vehicle Extrication Glove - Deep Pro III by Cestus - 

3207 Series -             Sizes S-3XL 

Vehicle Extrication Barrier Glove - Deep III Barrier by 

Cestus - 1002 Series - Sizes S-3XL - Liners will not pull 

out
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HD Work Glove - Tow Grip 201 - PVC Palm - 3131 

Series - Sizes S-3XL

WILDLAND

Coveralls - Chieftain Wildland - 7oz Indura Cotton - 

Yellow, tan, navy or red - XS to 3XL - Zipper, outer hook & loop - 

Woven hook & loop straps on cuffs - Throat tab - Leather reinforced 

knees - Elastic on waistband - 9"x3"x2" radio pocket

Coveralls - Chieftain Wildland - 6oz Nomex - Same features 

as above and both sets have the following options: 2" triple 

lime/silver reflective on leg cuffs and arms, full bellows cargo pocket, 

thermally padded knees, angled hand pockets with pass thru

Coat & Pants - Chieftain Wildland - 7oz Indura Cotton - 
Yellow, tan, navy or red - SM to 4XL - 32" coat with zipper & velcro - 

throat tab - utility pockets - 9"x3"x2" radio pocket - Belt loops on 

pants - 10" zippered leg openings - Extra large pockets - Leather 

reinforced knees

Coat & Pants - Chieftain Wildland - 6oz Nomex - Same 

features as above and both sets have the following options: 2" triple 

lime/silver reflective on leg cuffs and arms, full bellows cargo pocket, 

thermally padded knees, angled hand pockets with pass thru

BEST - Nylon Wildland Water Pack - 5 gallon with 

deluxe carrying system to prevent fatigue and 

rebuildable pump

GOOD - Rigid Poly Wildland Water Pack - 5 gallon with 

rebuildable Fedco pump
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BETTER - Vinyl Wildland Water Pack - 5 gallon with 

rebuildable pump

Hose - 1" x 50' Forestry with Twist Lock

Hose - 1.5" x 50' Forestry with Twist Lock

Nozzle - Plastic - 1" Twistlock - Includes Twist Lock 

Adapter

Nozzle - Brass - 1" Twistlock - Includes Twist Lock 

Adapter

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

X-plore 3300 - Air Purifying Respirator

X-plore 5500 - Full face APR with double cartridge 

filtration

X-plore 6530 - Full face APR with single cartridge 

filtration

X-plore Cartridges

DECONTAMINATION

HERO WIPES Multi Pack - The only independent third party 

tested wipes that proves their effective at removing carcinogen 

soot and heavy metals that are known to cause cancer.  Multi 

use package.
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Vehicle Mounting Bracket - Holds multi pack securing so that 

you can mount them in a convenient spot

HERO WIPES Single Use - The only independent third party 

tested wipes that proves their effective at removing carcinogen 

soot and heavy metals that are known to cause cancer.  Multi 

use package.

HERO WIPES EMS - Single use pouch for cleaning bloodborne 

pathogens

DECON BAGS - The quickest and easiest way to store your 

contaminated PPE so you don't spread harmful carcinogens by 

touch or off gassing

Detergent - Turnout Gear - 1 gallon or approx. 120 

wash cycles - www.responderclean.com 

Neutral - Facemask disinfectant for Drager SCBA

Solo Resuce SCBA EXTRACTOR - How do you 

decontaminate your SCBA?  Now you have a better 

choice.  Temperature and pressure regulated cleaning 

of up to two SCBA at once - 10 min run cycle has been 

proven to give your SCBA the best clean available

TOOLS

36" Halligan Entry Tool - Leatherhead - P/N LB-36
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6 lb and 8 lb Flat Axes with fibreglass or wood handles

6 lb and 8 lb Pick Axes with fibreglass or wood handles

Pike Poles in Hi-Viz orange, lime or yellow; 3' - 14' lengths - 

American hook and grab handle standard but D-handle, 

Rubbish Head or Drywall Head available 

Heavy Duty Pike Poles in Hi-Viz orange, lime or yellow; 3' - 14' 

lengths - American hook and grab handle standard but D-

handle, Rubbish Head or Drywall Head available 

UCF 6000 TIC Truck Kit - Includes basic UCF 6000 Thermal 

Imager, desktop charger, charging cords, IFU, software disc, 

crawling plate, truck mount/charger and retractable lanyard

UCF 7000 Thermal Imaging Camera - Adds image and video 

recording, 3 operating modes and ThermalScan function for 

finding hot spots

UCF 8000 Thermal Imaging Camera - Adds upgraded high 

resolution screen over 7000 - All cameras are intrinsically safe

 UCF 9000 - Adds digital camera and video recorder and 

additional 8 operating modes for best results in a variety of 

conditions *SCAN PLUS MODE - Digital Camera + Thermal

THERMAL IMAGING
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Spare battery for thermal imaging cameras

Retractable lanyard for TIC - Attaches to firefighter with 

carabener 

Charging base for TIC with kick plate - Inlcuded with all TIC 

purchases

Truck mounted charger for TIC

Pac 6000 - Single gas detector - Disposable unit - CO, H2S, SO2, 

O2

Pac 6500 - Single gas detector - Serviceable unit - Co, H2S, O2

S02

Pac 8000 - Single Specialty Gas Detector - Serviceable unit - 

Including Ozone, Ammonia, Carbon Dioxide, Ethanol and many 

more

Phosgene

Pac 8500 - Dual or Single gas detector including Hydrogen 

compensated CO sensor - Serviceable unit - H2S and CO; O2 

and CO

GAS DETECTION - Single Gas
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X-am 2500 - Detects 1-4 Gases - Electrochemical and CatEX 

sensors - O2, CO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CH4, C3H8 (explosive gases)

X-am 5000 - Detects 1-5 Gases - Electrochemical and CatEX 

sensors - O2, CO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CH4, C3H8 (explosive gases), 

CO2, Cl2, HCN, NH3, NO, PH3, O3, organic vapors and more

X-AM 5600 - - Detects 1-6 Gases - Electrochemical, CatEX  and 

IR sensors - O2, CO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CH4, C3H8 (explosive 

gases), CO2, Cl2, HCN, NH3, NO, PH3, O3, organic vapors and 

gases detected by IR

X-am 3500 - 2 in 1 Unit can detect gases by diffusion or pump 

mode with up to 4 gases.  O2, CO, H2S, NO2 and SO2.

X-am 8000 - 7 Gas Detectors  - That's right, two more industry 

firsts from Drager - A single gas detector that can test up to 7 

gases AND function with or without a pump!

X-Dock - Automatic bump tests, calibration, reduced test gas 

consumption, short test times and comprehensive 

documentation

Test and Calibration Gas - Different sized bottles and gases 

available

GAS DETECTION - Multi Gas
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X-ZONE 5500 - Area gas monitoring - Whether you're at a fire 

or hazmat scene, new science is proving you need to be aware 

of air contamination around you.  How do you do that?  With 

these units that report to a central screen.

VEHICLE LIGHTING & EQUIPMENT

PRO-V Lightbar - Code3/ECCO - Complete customization - 48" 

to 72" - Alley lights, Takedown lights, Traffic Advisor available - 

5 Year Warranty

Mini Lightbar - 11" - Code3/ECCO - Red - 5 Year Warranty

Beacon - Red - Code3/ECCO - Multiple Flash Patterns - 5 Year 

Warranty

NFPA Surface Mount Warning Light - 4"x6"

NFPA Surface Mount Warning Light - 7" x 3"

NFPA Surface Mount Warning Light - 9" x 7"

Traffic Advisor with Controller - Extremely bright - Multiple 

flash patterns - 48" long - 5 Year Warranty
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Traffic Advisor with Lightbar - Traffic control and scene lighting 

in one package - Combination spot/flood white light - 50" long - 

5 Year Warranty

Apparatus Traffic Advisor - 49" long and 2.2" tall - Left, right, 

centre out and warn modes - Larger footprint makes it the 

perfect choice to upgrade your apparatus

Full Arrow - Includes controller - 5 Year Warranty - Multiple 

flash patterns - 54" Long

Split Arrow - Same as full arrow, just in two sections - Multiple 

flash patterns - 5 Year Warranty

Windshield Light - Adhesive tape mounting including foam 

tape to eliminate any flashback in vehicle - One module - 

Permanent wire - Single, Dual or Split color - 5 Year Warranty

WS1

Windshield Light - Adhesive tape mounting including foam 

tape to eliminate any flashback in vehicle - Two module - 

Permanent wire - Single, Dual or Split color - 5 Year Warranty

WS2

Windshield Light - Suction Cup Mount with cig plug adapter - 

One module - Single, Dual or Split Color - 5 Year Warranty

WS3
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MICROPAK - Multiple flash patterns - Single or Dual Color - 

Inserts into surface thru 1" hole - 5 Year Warranty

XTP3 - Extremely bright surface mounted 3 LED warning light - 

Available in 4, 6 and 8 LED versions

XTP4DS - 16 LED dual stack warning light - Maximum warning 

light - Combination colors available

M180 Triple Stack - Maximum visibility from 180' design with 

built in white scene light

3300 Lumen Work Light - Pedestal mount 

Windshield Light - Suction Cup Mount with cig plug adapter - 

Two module - Single, Dual or Two Color - 5 Year Warranty

WS4

Mega Thin - Single, dual or tri color - Most popular is red with 

white over-ride that doubles as scene light or additional 

reverse light - So thin it fits under tailgates

M180 - Surface mounted warning light that shines 180' - Single, 

dual or tri color - Plus has white puddle light and scene light 

built in - Multiple flash patterns - 5 Year Warranty
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Remote Control LED work light - White or Black housing - 

Option for wired remote control - 2250 Lumen - 360' rotation 

and 135' tilt

Dome Light - Soft touch control with three intensities

13" Angled Scene light - 2175 Lumen at 40' down angle - Die 

cast aluminum housing - White only - IP68 - 13"W x 2.6"T x 2" 

Outward

3300 Lumen OEM Scene Light Upgrade - Direct replacement 

for old round incandescant scene lights with large chrome 

housing - 1 wire hookup that gives you over 4 times as much 

scene light

8100 Lumen OEM Scene Light Upgrade - Direct replacement 

for old chrome lights that provides enough light to cover an 

entire MVC scene - Simle 1 wire, 1 bolt installation

5" Angled Scene light - 725 Lumen at 40' down angle - Die cast 

aluminum housing - White or Black - IP68 - 5"W x 2.6"T x 

2"Outward

9" Angled Scene light - 1450 Lumen at 40' down angle - Die 

cast aluminum housing - White or Black - IP68 - 9"W x 2.6"T x 

2"Outward

Corner Interior Light - Mounts perfectly in 90' corner and 

floods light inside compartment - 12", 21.5" and 31.5" lengths
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White Lightbars - 8" up to 52" - Chrome or blacked out face - 

Curved or straight - Single or Double row

6 SWITCH LD - 6 soft touch buttons with 10 amps per output

nERGY Console Mount Controller - 3 position slide switch plus 

8 push buttons, siren tones, PA system and radio rebroadcast

nERGY Remote Mount Controller - 3 position slide switch with 

8 push buttons, siren tones, PA system and radio rebroadcast

nERGY Handheld Controller - 3 memory buttons plus 6 push 

buttons, siren tones, PA system and radio rebroadcast

Backup Camera System - Wired - 7" color LCD screen - 

Expandable up to 3 cameras

Backup Camera System - Wireless - 7" color LCD screen

Smart Phone Holder - X-Grip - RAM Mount - Permanent or 

suction mount - Tablet holder also available for same mount
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GPS Holder - Various GPS units - Suction cup mount, pole 

mount or permanent mount options

Laptop Mount - No-drill laptop mount - Vehicle specific

Universal Consoles - Custom faceplates to mount equipment 

plus 12 volt accessory plugs - 9" or 13" of faceplate space

Push Bumpers - Steel and Aluminum models - Setina and 

GoRhino Public Safety - With and without lights

TUTOR - Class B Fire Extinguisher Trainer - Remotely controlled 

and completely mobile - Operates with a wheeled control 

center that operates propane burn pan - The most realistic fire 

extinguisher trainer available - Give them training they'll 

actually remember!

STOVE PROP for TUTOR - Simulate a fire on top of a stove for a 

great practice night and when you're not using your Tutor to 

generate revenue for your department - Resets in seconds for 

the next evolution and you control when fire is extinguished

TRAINING EQUIPMENT AND PROPS
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Phase 1 Flashover Simulator - Training for the worst condition 

in the safest way possible - Purchase your own unit or sign up 

for a Fire Behavior class you won't forget!  Class A training that 

incorporates TIC operation.

Confidence Maze - Completely customizable 2' x 2' panels that 

can be changed in seconds - Various obstacles available 

including drop floors, circulor openings, diagonal sections and 

'stud' openings - Available in stationary unit or enclosed trailer

Vehicle Fire Prop - Class B system is perfect for running training 

nights with multiple evolutions - Fires can be controlled by 

section of vehicle and intensity - Other props available like 

dumpters and BBQs with exposure wall

Swede Survival Units - Available from a Phase 1 to Phase 5 plus 

complete custom design - Engineered for either Class A or Class 

B fires that meet all applicable NFPA standards - Can be used 

for complete NFPA 1401 training

MLFTU - Mobile Live-Fire Training Units - Complete NFPA 1401 

testing in a mobile unit - Ventilation, high angle, fire attack 

above, at and below grade capable - Class B fully independent 

operation
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